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Low-latency Routing for Short-Lived TCP Connections
in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks
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I. Introduction

A wireless ad hoc network does not require wired in-
frastructure or network management terminal. That is,
it is self-organized only with wireless terminals that ex-
change network information, maintain routes, and con-
struct a multi-hop distributed network. In the wireless
ad hoc network, there is no need for wired infrastructure
or network management terminal. Therefore, quickly and
easily we can build a large-scale network with flexibility in
adding and removing terminals. Such a wireless infrastruc-
ture is applicable to, e.g., distributed computing, disaster
recovery, and military operation. A sensor network system,
which collects information from many terminals, is another
good example of the ad hoc network.

In the past, many studies have been dedicated to ana-
lyze characteristics or to propose new routing methods of
the wireless ad hoc networks. See, e.g., [1-3]. With expec-
tation that it is integrated with wired networks by using
TCP, the performance of TCP over ad hoc networks has
been studied in [4-8]. However, most of those studies as-
sume that the TCP connection is persistent; i.e., it has an
infinite amount of data to transmit, and then they examine
the steady-state throughput values. It is apparently inade-
quate because many TCP connections are short-lived. For
example, it is reported in [9] that the average size of Web
documents at several Web servers is about 10 [KBytes].
Especially, in the sensor network, the amount of data on
each connection is small, and major of the TCP connections
would be short-lived. Since TCP is end-to-end communi-
cation protocol including wireless and wired terminals, its
modification dedicated to the sensor network is not ade-
quate for protocol migration. Instead, we should consider
a new routing protocol in the ad hoc network suitable for
the short-lived TCP connections.

To improve the performance of short-lived connections,
we need to tackle the following problems, which are not
resolved in the existing routing protocols;
• large overhead of exchanging the routing table
• large latency for an initial route search process
• large latency for another route search in the case of

link disconnection
If we assume TCP is persistent as in the existing rout-
ing protocols, the above problems do not affect the per-
formance even in high-mobility and high traffic load envi-
ronment. However, in actual TCP is never persistent, and
most connections are short-lived.
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In this paper, we propose a new routing protocol resolv-
ing the above problems and establishing the low latency for
short-lived connections. We call it as Low-latency Hybrid
Routing (LHR) protocol that combines on-demand route
search and proactive route maintenance. LHR also has a
capability of decreasing latency for another route search in
case of link disconnection, which will be explained in more
detail in the next section.

II. Routing Protocol for Sensor Networks

A. Decreasing the Size of Route Table Exchange

In most of existing routing protocols in ad hoc networks,
nodes that collect data relating to the routing information
are pre-specified, and those are not changed during their
activities. One example is DSDV [10] that maintains routes
to all nodes. However, it unnecessarily increases the net-
work/terminal load because it increases the size of route ta-
ble with needless routes in current transmission requests.
On the other hand, LHR registers the target destination
node as active receivers like ADV [11]. Only routes to ac-
tive receivers are maintained and exchanged with neighbor
nodes, so that the size of the route table can be much de-
creased. An initial connection to an inactive receiver takes
long latency in this algorithm because it needs a broadcast
route search. However, LHR adopts another mechanism
to decrease the connection latency to the inactive receiver.
We describe it in Subsection II-D.

B. Decreasing Latency for New Route Search

On-demand routing protocols begin route search on
packet transmission demand, which tends to require large
latency. On the contrary, proactive routing protocols can
search the route earlier if available [10]. However, they need
large time to collect routing information all over the net-
work, and nodes cannot transmit packets to unknown des-
tinations. ADV avoids this problem by maintaining a route
table exchange to active receivers and initiating broadcast
route search to inactive receivers.

LHR adopts the similar method for route maintenance
and discovery. In LHR, a source node broadcasts Route-
Request (RREQ) packet when it has a data packet to an
inactive receiver. The target destination receiving this
packet broadcasts Route-Reply (RREP) packet. All nodes
receiving these two packets register the target destination
node as an active receiver. Then, they begin to broad-
cast HELLO messages periodically to neighboring nodes,
and updates routes proactively. All broadcasted RREP
packets are given sequence numbers indicating the route’s
freshness. However, in case of the link failure, nodes must
wait for the neighbors’ route update message. To decrease
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this latency, LHR adopts another route re-search method,
which will be described in the next subsection in detail.

C. Decreasing Latency for Route Re-search

The main originality of our proposed protocol is its route
re-search method. There are several techniques as listed
below for recovering routes against the link disconnection,
which is caused by node movement and/or changes in the
wireless environment.

1. Exchanging the routing table with neighbor nodes.
Another available route can be found from the routing
table. Its problem is that it has no way to search
another route on demand.

2. A route error message is initiated to the source node.
On receiving this message, the source node begins an-
other route request process. On-demand routing pro-
tocols such as DSR [12] adopt it. It would be effective
for long-lived connection because the new route will
be short and in good quality between end-hosts. How-
ever, in an environment where there are many short-
lived connections, this way apparently wastes time.

3. The RREQ packet is broadcasted from the node de-
tecting link failure. Though this method sometimes
makes longer route than that of the above method 2,
it is not a serious overhead when the connection time
is short.

4. Multiple routes are always tried to be maintained be-
forehand. This gives another route which will be avail-
able quickly.

We adopt method 3 and 4 together. Nodes suffering a
link disconnection first try retransmission through method
4. If no more routes are available, they try method 3. In
what follows, we will describe these methods in more detail.

As we have described in Subsection II-B, the node re-
ceiving a RREQ packet broadcasts a RREP packet. When
a node receives the PREP packet from multiple neighbors,
it indicates that there are multiple routes to the destina-
tion. Then, they cache these routes for the link disconnec-
tion. Nodes can also get multiple routes in routing table
exchange with neighbor nodes.

When a node receives route information by the RREP
packet or the HELLO message from a neighbor node, it
updates its routing table entries for the destination node
specified in the packet. The node also compares the se-
quence number of the route information, as described in
Subsection II-B, with those of the route entries it main-
tains. If the former one has a bigger sequence number, the
node deletes all old route entries to the destination node
and begins to use new route. If the former one has the same
sequence number as the latter ones, the node can use that
for a backup route. If it has the smaller sequence number,
the node simply ignores it.

With this multiple route maintenance mechanism, the
number of route entries may increase too much. To avoid
this problem, LHR adopts the limitation of route entries
for each active receiver. This limitation is that when the
shortest route to an active receiver has n hops, the node
maintains only n hop routes and n + 1 hop routes. See
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Figure 1 as an example. The shortest route from node S to
node D has two hops. The node S maintains only two hops
and three hops routes. It is difficult to estimate the ap-
propriate limit on the number of hop counts that the node
maintains. However, we have some experiences from our
past research about another ad hoc network systems [13].
Based on the result in [13], the shorter route is given a
higher priority. When node S has a packet destined for
node D, node S first tries the transmission on route 1, the
shortest route to node D. If it fails, node S removes the
route 1, and tries the second shortest route. If all trans-
mission trials fail at last, node S initiates a RREQ packet.

D. TCP Connection Establishment Integrated with Routing
Protocol

The TCP connection is established by three-way hand-
shake. At first, TCP sender and receiver exchange SYN,
SYN+ACK, and ACK packets. Because this negotiation
is necessary regardless of the connection time, the time for
connection establishment becomes considerable especially
in short-lived TCP connections.

In LHR, two message packets are broadcasted at TCP
end-hosts when the route to destination is unknown.
Therefore, at the beginning of TCP connection on a new
route, they must exchange four packets as illustrated in
Figure 2(a) before the source node receives SYN+ACK. It
comes a considerable latency for short-lived connections.
We can decrease it by integrating TCP connection estab-
lishment with route search in LHR. See Figure 2(b). When
the node initiating the SYN packet finds no available route,
it broadcasts the RREQ packet carrying the SYN packet
together. The RREP packet also carries the SYN+ACK
packet. Thus, the connection establishment time can be
decreased. It is inevitable that the network load increases.
However, this is acceptable because we now aim at decreas-
ing the latency for short-lived connections at the expense
of increased traffic load.

III. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new routing protocol
that can adapt to the actual network, by which we mean
that it is applicable to the existing Web systems in which
many TCP connections are short-lived. The sensor network
is another important application where TCP connections
collecting a small amount of data from terminals are major
within the network. In those networks, it is important to
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decrease the connection and transmission latency for short-
lived connections.

Our protocol LHR adopts proactive routing updates.
Packet receiving nodes are registered as active receivers,
and only routes to them are exchanged. Routes to inactive
receivers are established on demand basis. For the link
disconnection due to wireless error or node mobility, LHR
maintains multiple routes for each destination to decrease
the route re-search latency. In addition, to decrease ini-
tial connection establishment latency, LHR route request
and route reply packet can carry the TCP connection es-
tablishment packets at the same time. These features are
capable of decreasing the latency of connection establish-
ment and improving the performance for short-lived TCP
connections.

We are now conducting the simulation experiment to
identify the performance of our proposed routing protocol,
which will be included in the final paper.
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